The Lizy Hoeffer Team
Honor Agreement
The Lizy Hoeffer Team works exceptionally hard to make your homeownership
dreams come true and to create an experience so satisfying that you want to refer
us to your family, friends and coworkers.
Here is what you can expect from our team:
• Detailed loan analysis showing a comprehensive strategy on the most cost effective ways to maximize your investment and
accomplish your home loan goals.
• Weekly credit, budgeting and money tips that will help you before, during and after your home loan is closed.
• Competitive rates, fees and mortgage products.
• While your loan is in process, you can expect updates every Tuesday and Friday, along with detailed video explanations
of each step you are on and what comes next in the process.
• Use of our Interactive mortgage calculator app, Pre-Approve Me, which helps us stay connected to your home search.
This important tool gives you the flexibility to plug in an infinite amount of mortgage scenarios, while letting you know
when those terms no longer match your pre-approval.

Closing Guarantee
Last but definitely not least, I know the cost of moving can be expensive, especially when there are last-minute delays, so we
offer all of our borrowers an on-time closing guarantee. If any of the hard-working humans on my team do something that
causes you to miss your closing, we will pay you $500* to help offset any unforeseen expenses.
I want you to know that we have skin in the game too and we CARE about getting you to the finish line!

Thank you for choosing us, we know you have many options and we are
committed to making sure you have a top notch "wow" experience.
*Additional terms include a minimum 30-day close of escrow and borrowers must be prompt in requests and return
completed needs fists within 24 hours. All loans subject to underwriter approval; terms and conditions may apply.
Subject to change without notice.
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